
“…an amazing and 
energy-filled package!” 

Mandy Geddes, 
General Manager, Education 
Institute of Executive Coaching 

“Some people build cathedrals or  
write poetry or paint to honour  

the light – you have created  
for us a sacred object to  

celebrate the divine.  

Nothing to say except –  
utterly exquisite.” 

Maggie Hamilton,  
Author 

                    "The gift of Soft   
                        Diamond Light  
                          has illuminated  
                           our hours since      
                              it arrived. It  
                           has a presence  
                 about it and shines  
         with a special luminosity.” 

Petrea King, Founding Director and  
CEO, Quest for Life Foundation 

"Soft Diamond  
  Light gives off  
a very strong and  
palpable energy field 
around the box. This 
field is quite powerful.” 

Doug De Vito, Author 

    "A masterpiece...” 

   Belinda Wilson,  
Business Manager 



 “It’s absolutely beautiful!” 

Leon Nacson,  
International Bestselling Author 

“So light... so full of  
        delightful energy...” 

        Jean Gressang, Musician 

	“…truly extraordinary. 
I will treasure this for  
many years to come.” 

Mark	Davis,	Founder	&	Group	
Managing	Director,	Stonehenge	Group	

Through words and music,  
Anatole has created a 

lush meditation on  
human potential.” 

Nature & Health, (Australia's best 
natural health magazine) 

“…anyone who touches, reads, 
listens and interacts with  
Soft Diamond Light  
    will be inspired 
     and touched, as 
      they connect with  
        the material on a  
         deep, soul level…” 

Julie Ann Storr,  
Marketing Consultant 

“Just loved this beautiful  
      set from the moment I   
               opened the box.  

                Very special in every  
     way,  exquisitely produced…” 

Kalli Pulos, Senior Executive  
Coach/Facilitator 



”…the words of the book are  
inspiring, affirming and full  

of encouragement.” 

Petrea King,  Founder  

and CEO, Quest for  

Life Foundatio 

“A very special book, just reading 
it is like meditation, the  

Book is utterly fascinating  
          and makes for a  
                compelling read.” 

							Margaret	Gee,	Author	“Listening to the 
 musical pieces shifted  
me to another place.” 

Corrine Brown, 
International Holistic Trainer 

 and Counsellor,, Founder Institute  
of Holistic Theraphies 

“So very inspiring to read. 
Your descriptions of the 
deva of the music, your 

understanding of music.” 

Jean Gressang,  
Musician 

“The book and CD are precious 
creations that literally emanate  
such a high level vibration…” 

Julie Ann Storr,  
Marketing Consultant 

A Timeless Creative  
Artwork Production. 



“Ever since I’ve  
   been listening to 
     the music, I have  
       been meditating with it. It makes me  
         very relaxed and calm.” 

Mia Pirie, Student 

“Your music took my 
breath away, it touched 
the core of my being.” 

Susan Barton AM, 
founder, Lighthouse  

Foundation 

   “…music is 
soothing and 

divine.” 

Kalli Pulos, 
Senior Executive 

Coach Facilitator 

                              “I am a classically trained musician (piano)  
                        and your music inspired me right off the bat.  
                 So light, so full of delightful energy. Beautiful  
          settings and improvisations by all the musicians.” 

Jean Gressang, Musician 

A Timeless Creative Artwork Production. 


